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Voices of Children Charitable Foundation

For the last 5 years, as a volunteer,
I have been helping children who
are growing up with war. During
this time, I traveled thousands of
miles on the front lines, spent
hundreds of hours of art therapy,
delivered
humanitarian
aid,
helped rebuild destroyed homes,
and was able to raise millions of
hryvnias to support children and
their families.
But I want to do muc more and there are much more people around
me who have also supported this idea. That is why, at the end of 2019,
we have united as the Voices of Children Charitable Foundation to
create conditions in which the voice of every child would be heard and
the children's rights would be protected.
This year has been busy for us, new as to the events, difﬁcult due to the
pandemic, but also very productive. We became public - made a
website, created pages on social networks, edited great videos with
children who need attention and support. We were able to organize
targeted assistance for families from the east on a regular basis, set up
art therapy at 5 locations, provided psychological support to children in
boarding schools in Donetsk and Luhansk regions. We have also done
a lot to ensure that as many children as possible received the protection
they needed, overcame the consequences of traumatic war events,
and became successful and happy. All this is compiled in the ﬁrst report
of our Foundation, and we are happy to share with you the results of our
activities for the year.
Thank you for your support and attention! Together we can do a lot!

Lena Rozvadovska,
Chairman of the Board of the Foundation

*Photo by Serhiy Korovainy
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About the Voices of Children Charitable Foundation

The Foundation’s activities are focused on helping children that
suffered to a certain extent from the military combat and are living
close to the war.
Our goal: every child that suffered from the war in Ukraine should
timely receive psychological help.
Our values:

RESPECT

UNDERSTANDING

BELIEF

for the dignity
and rights
of the child

of the every child’s
need to be heard

that the best results
can be achieved
through partnership
and mutual help

NO CHILD SHOULD BE LEFT ALONE
WITH THE TRAUMA OF WAR.

9
18

Our team involves:
PROFESSIONALS
that held different directions:
management, design,
communication, accounting, etc.

VOLUNTEERS
that make it possible to tell
about our activities in
different languages, create
plenty of well-assembled
videos and recorded
children’s stories.
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PSYCHOLOGISTS
that are involved in art
therapy programs and
psychosocial support of
families and children.

DOG FRIDA
that is the main
specialist in the good
mood of children.
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Voices of children come ﬁrst

Since the moment of foundation we constantly record and tell the stories of children that live in
the towns and villages close to the frontline in order to remind - adults can and should make
childhood free from the cannonry. The stories can be found on the website and in the social
media, and there are some video stories that one can watch on our YouTube channel . There are
stories about Arseniy who lives near the frontline and fears nothing, Aliona who likes to hide
because of the war and knows all the secret places in her village, Artem who made up his own
method to distract from gun sounds and the noise. These children are exceptionally brave, and
extremely vulnerable at the same time. We hope that these stories give more understanding
why helping and supporting the children that grow up with the war is so important.

ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT DATA
SOURCES, THERE ARE 10 000 CHILDREN
THAT LIVE NEXT TO THE FRONTLINE.
AMONG THEM THERE ARE MANY
CHILDREN THAT DON’T REMEMBER
PEACEFUL DAYS BECAUSE THEY ARE THE
PEERS WITH THE WAR. WE GATHERED
ONLY A SMALL AMOUNT OF CHILDREN’S
STORIES AS MOST HAVE NOT BEEN TOLD
YET. WE WANT MORE CHILDREN’S SMILES
TO APPEAR CLOSE TO THE WAR, THAT’S
WHY WE TRY TO REACT TO EACH CHILD’S
PROBLEM INDIVIDUALLY AND HEAR THEIR
STORY. THANKS TO DONATIONS WE HELD
ART THERAPY SESSIONS FOR SOME OF
THEM, WE PROVIDE INDIVIDUAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL HELP TO THE OTHERS.
WE HELP WITH TREATMENT TO SOMEONE,
TO OTHERS - WITH PROBLEMS OF
HOUSING AND STUDIES. THE MAIN THING
IS TO MAKE CHILDREN’S VOICES HEARD.
AZAD SAFAROV, CO-FOUNDER OF THE FOUDATION

Besides, this year we participated in the Youth MediaLad project from the Communication
Without Changes Public Organization, helping children create videos about their native place
and its history. You can see the works of children here.
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Art Therapy Without Borders
Program

Art therapy activities is one of the key methods of psychological support for
children provided by the Voices of Children Charitable Foundation. The main goal
of the program is to give resources to overcome traumatizing consequences
of the war and increase resilience within new circumstances. Activities with
children help to distract them from the wartime routine and develop cognitive
functions and creativity that ensure a positive effect on better results at studying
as well. Weekly group sessions last 50 min and are being held only under the
guidance of the coordinator. After the sessions, psychologists discuss children’s
drawings during supervision meetings and hold individual meetings if necessary.

AFTER

BEFORE
On the left is a picture of a child from a town next to the frontline, with
whom we had sessions, from the ﬁrst art therapy meeting. On the right a picture from the last art-therapy meeting.

This is one of the safest and the most resourceful activities that has no limits for
its usage. Art therapy is suitable for children who have difﬁculties in describing
their emotions, experience and fears. We use serial drawing in in our work and
hold at least 10 sessions with the children. The series of drawings helps the
child change, splash emotions on paper, work through the fears and start talking
about his/her worries.
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THANKS TO INDIVIDUAL WORK, ART
THERAPY AND SERIAL DRAWING IN
PARTICULAR I SAW REAL MIRACLES. FOR
EXAMPLE, AFTER BEING SCARED BY THE
EXPLOSIONS THE HAIR OF A 7-YEAR-OLD
(NOW) GIRL FROM THE VILLAGE OF
VRUBIVKA STOPPED GROWING. SHE HAS
LOST EVEN EYELASHES AND EYEBROWS.
AFTER A FEW SESSIONS THE LITTLE GIRL
STARTED TO RECOVER. NOW HER HAIR IS
GROWING AGAIN, THOUGH SLOWLY.
OTHER CHILDREN, A BOY AND A GIRL,
WERE SCARED BY MINE DETONATIONS
AND WERE NOT ABLE TO SPEAK. ART
THERAPY HELPED THEM TO TELL ABOUT
THEIR FEARS WITHOUT WORDS, AND
THEN FULLY RECOVER.

LIUDMYLA ROMANENKO, THE
PSYCHOLOGIST OF THE FOUNDATION

This year we were able to arrange ast therapy sessions at 5 locations
- in the villages of Zolote, Nyzhnie and the towns of Hirske,
Svitlodarsk, Toretsk. Overall, more than 110 events with children were
held.
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Support of the Children's Institutions

One of the activities of the Foundation is supporting children who are in
stationary institutions in Ukraine – boarding schools, centers of social and
psychological rehabilitation, orphanages etc. These children are more vulnerable,
because they receive much less attention than children in families.

Thus, the Voices of Children Foundation, together with partners, supported and
supervised the project as to creation of a unique playground for children from
the Lysychansk Center for Social and Psychological Rehabilitation. Children
there can play sports, attend educational events, get inspired and feel differently
- happier and more conﬁdent. This is especially important for children not only
with difﬁcult life circumstances, but also with deep psychological traumas from
war, violence and the loss of parents.
Also, due to the beginning of the coronavirus epidemic, we provided the center
with the necessary means of protection – antiseptics, respirators, gloves, ﬂoor
disinfectants and sewed individual masks for children of different sizes.

* ІThe idea and implementation of the project – the Dobrodiyiv Club Charitable
Foundation; initiator and ﬁnancial support of the project - Winner Group Ukraine; creative
concept - Katya Taylor and her Port.agency team; supervision and support of the project in
the East of Ukraine – the Voices of Children Charitable Foundation..
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At the end of this year, we launched the Mobile Psychologists program, which
aims at providing psychological assistance to children who have traumatic
experiences in the family and are in children's institutions in Luhansk and
Donetsk regions. This program is designed for 1 year for each child.

In December we have already
supervised 11 children and conducted 24
sessions with them.

Besides, the Foundation continues to support the Center for Psychological
Rehabilitation in Slovyansk. This Center was established in 2017 together with our
partners NGO "Promir". During this time, more than 400 children and teenagers,
as well as about 2,000 adults received qualiﬁed psychological assistance. The
Center has an excellent resource base for working with children, a sensory room
for children and adults, which is needed to handle traumatic experiences, there is
also a separate room for sand therapy and dance-movement therapy.
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Individual Assistance Program
This year was very difﬁcult for the families in Donbass. In addition to the military
conﬂict, people needed help due to the coronavirus epidemic and large-scale
forest ﬁres in Luhansk region. Loss of work and housing, health deterioration due
to illnesses have only increased the number of families in difﬁcult circumstances.
So, we have created a program of individual assistance to families with children,
in which we approach the problems of families in a personalized way, learning
how improve the living conditions of each child. These can be food products for a
month, or maybe paying for medical procedures or assistance in renting housing
away from combat and explosions.

Thanks to charitable support, we were able to
provide assistance to 10 families affected by
the ﬁres, and another 5 families who needed
individual ﬁnancial assistance and support
due to other circumstances.

IF THE FAMILY DOES NOT HAVE FUNDS FOR BASIC NEEDS,
SUCH AS FOOD – YOU CANNOT JUST ORGANIZE THE
WORK OF CHILDREN WITH A PSYCHOLOGIST. YOU START
BRINGING THINGS, STATIONERY, GROCERY KITS. IF A CHILD
NEEDS TREATMENT, YOU LOOK FOR MEDICATION AND
DOCTORS. ONLY THEN WE CAN TALK TO PARENTS ABOUT
ART THERAPY WITH THE CHILD AND SOME
PSYCHOLOGICAL HELP FOR MOTHERS.
LENA ROZVADOVSKA,
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF THE FOUNDATION

Besides, the Foundation has started cooperation with other organizations to
help as many families as possible and reduce the risk of children being placed in
boarding schools and social care institutions.
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Thus, in partnership with the Dobrodiiv Club Charitable Foundation, we helped
almost 150 families in the east of Ukraine with food kits. As part of the "Give a
child a school backpack" campaign, another 100 happy children went to school
with full backpacks. Thanks to support and friendly shoulder of the Crimean
Tatars from the ASTEM Foundation, we also delivered the necessary food to 100
families with children in Donetsk and Luhansk regions.

IN GENERAL, THESE ARE FAMILIES WHERE PARENTS
LOST THEIR INCOME DUE TO THE EPIDEMIC. EACH
FAMILY HAS ITS OWN STORY. THE FATHER RAISES THE
SON HIMSELF. THE MOTHER LEFT THEM, AS HER
HUSBAND SAYS: "SHE IS DRUNKARD." HIS PAST IS
ALSO NOT SIMPLE, BUT HE CHOSE TO BE
A GOOD DAD. HOWEVER, THERE IS NOT ENOUGH
MONEY, AND THE SON IS SIX YEARS OLD. WE HELP,
AND WE ARE GLAD THAT THE CHILD LIVES IN
A FAMILY WHERE HE IS CARED FOR AND DID NOT GET
INTO A BOARDING SCHOOL, AS IT OFTEN HAPPENS

TASHA SCHEGLYUK,
REGIONAL COORDINATOR

And of course we could not miss the action
"Children's book as a gift" from Nova
Poshta and delivered more than 400
books to our children in Avdiivka, Toretsk,
Lysychansk and Bakhmut, as well as to the
wards of two centers of social and
psychological rehabilitation in Donetsk
and Luhansk regions

* Look for more details here https://www.facebook.com/nova.poshta.ofﬁcial/videos/189856262382596/
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Psychosocial support for families in east
of Ukraine in the context of COVID-19

The COVID-19 epidemic has caused a signiﬁcant deterioration in the living
standards of many citizens of Ukraine. This particularly affected people living in
settlements on the front line who were already affected by the hostilities. Thanks
to the support of the International Humanitarian Organization "Man in Need", we
were able to organize comprehensive psychosocial support for children and
adults in the east of the country. It included art therapy classes, play therapy,
outdoor team games with children, conversations with parents on child-parent
relationships in stressful situations, awareness-raising activities on pandemic
precautions, and the distribution of food kits to families in need.

In total, 500 children and adults
received assistance through the project.
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There are a lot of stories we heard during our trips to the east, but even one can show how
important it was to organize this kind of care for families with the onset of the pandemic. Hanna
and Anatolii together with their children Mykyta, Denys and Oleksandra moved from the
war-torn Pervomaisk after they experienced the full range of h w the family lives in Zolote, where
parents managed to ﬁnd a job in housing and communal services, even if it is low-paid. But until
the parents got employed, food kits were essential support for a large family.
Despite all the troubles, lack of funds and lack of any supplies, the family does not lose optimism.
Anna notes: “I always hope for the best, I set myself and my children that everything will be ﬁne.”
In addition to material difﬁculties, the family also faced psychological assistance needs.
According to Liudmyla Romanenko, a psychologist of the foundation, Mykyta, Denys and
Oleksandra still suffer from the consequences of the shelling and sleepless nights in the
basements, and therefore need long-term rehabilitation. P
sychological support for such children is one of our key tasks, so we continue to support the family
in the future
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We are in the media

Media that can tell us a little more about us
Hear the voices of children
https://tyzhden.ua/Society/246170

«When we asked the children to draw a safe place, they drew
cellars», - a child psychologist Liudmyla Romanenko told.
https://lb.ua/society/2020/09/21/466387_koli_mi_prosili_ditey_namalyuvati.html?fbclid=I
wAR2AgJR1FBKSPBmFsgYmBwNghF1NWv9dN3KOKn0JNYsYLHhN0oTUnBbdn64

«Hey, are there any kids here?»
https://www.radiosvoboda.org/a/ahov-tut-e-dity/30909411.html

Art therapy for children from the frontline Luhansk region
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4XSyNqPvSY

How the solo of one sincere volunteer turns into a chorus of
«Voices of Children»
https://ednannia.ua/news/nashi-novini/12253-yak-solo-odnieji-shchiroji-volonterki-peret
voryuetsya-na-khor-golosiv-ditej-2

How volunteers support children from the frontline zone: the
experience of the Voices of Children Foundation
https://24tv.ua/yak-volonteri-pidtrimuyut-ditey-prifrontovoyi-novini-ukrayini_n1401074?f
bclid=IwAR2A71fK9A-QQpIGouZzsz_dDhZgeE_M16MKPGi4VJBQPDc8RcrwaGaEos8

Do you know where to spend your money on Black Friday?
Help the children of war
https://svoi.city/articles/113173/ne-znaete-kuda-potratit-dengi-v-chernuyu-pyatnicu-pom
ogite-detyam-vojni

In the frontline village of Toretsk, children make Christmas tree
decorations for sale
https://podrobnosti.ua/2383204-u-prifrontovomu-toretsku-dti-majstrujut-jalinkov-prikr
asi-na-prodazh.html

Children of Donbas: who will be responsible for the lost
childhood?
https://helsinki.org.ua/articles/dity-donbasu-khto-vidpovist-za-vtrachene-dytynstvo/

Social coronavirus. Children
https://zn.ua/ukr/social_secutity/socialniy-koronavirus-diti-349480_.html
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Financial assistance for 2020

Grant from the International
Humanitarian Organization
«Man in Need»

Grant from the BO
BF ASTEM
FOUNDATION

274 280
UAH

35 000
UAH

Private contributions
of individuals and
legal entities

187 232
UAH

In total, funding in 2020 amounted to –

496 512 UAH.

Support of
the children's
institutions

Distribution of
grocery kits

6%
Art therapy

32%

22%
Financial
help

Address
help

2020

5%

Administrative
expenses

4%
5%

Communication
expenses

26%

Psychosocial assistance to
families in the conditions
of COVID-19

A large part of our ﬁnancial assistance is made up of private contributions from people who
care. But sometimes our donors help not only with money, but also often independently close
the needs of children, which we publish on our social networks – someone shares construction
materials with families affected by ﬁres, someone hands over warm clothes to families from
front-line cities, and someone buys paints for art therapy with children. This motivates us to work
and tell even more about our work and the children who were forced to face the war.
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Yes, our benefactors created a real holiday for Soﬁika from
the town of Zolote, literally ﬁlling her with yarn for knitting.
Almost 100 new coils the girl received after we have told
about her on Facebook. Now she doesn't have to unleash
anything old to make outﬁts for her dolls with her mom in
the evening. And we always rejoice in the kindness of our
readers, and even have a section on social networks
"Philanthropist of the Week", where we tell the good
deeds of all concerned people.

Also this year we started the tradition of holding Christmas auctions. To do this, we asked the
children we work with to create garlands and Christmas trees, which were then put up for sale by
Ukrainians on their social media pages. Sviatoslav Vakarchuk, Irma Vitovska, Oleh Sentsov, Yanina
Sokolova, Dmytro Kuleba, Andrii Sadovyi and others took part in the auction.

In general, we managed to collect almost 49 thousand
hryvnias, while the price of the decorations started from
250 hryvnias! And this, by the way, is 8 months of art
therapy for 50 children in Zolote, Svitlodarsk and Toretsk!

We are grateful to our philanthropists for their attention
and support, for the joy and smiles of the children, with
whom we can work thanks to you!
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You can help children at
https://voices.org.ua/donat

Follow us on social networks
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